
Good afternoon everyone,  

 

This is Yung-Neng Lin from National Taipei University of Education, Taiwan.

 Today I would like to talk about Museum and Audience Development.  

 

All we know, museums and galleries around the world are facing a turbulent

 environment in recent years. We not only face financial difficulties due to

 government grant cuts; we also have to compete for visitors with a growing

 number of new museums and leisure activities. So, it is important that we

 allocate our limited resources to those areas where performance

 improvement is likely to have the greatest effect on overall visitor satisfaction.  
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So, today’s presentation will cover challenges that we face today in museum

 sector. And strategies for audience development in our museums including

 understanding our audience, meeting their needs. And how we monitor the

 performance regarding these issues?     
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Today the museum sector is facing 2 major challenges: global economic crisis 

and the development of new technologies.  
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Economies around the world are now working toward continued growth and

 recovery after experiencing downturns, but the impact of the recent global

 financial crisis is still deeply felt by museum sector today.

Many museums around the world suffer from the cut of government funding.

 Because museums have high costs in maintaining buildings and these cuts

 mean that they have little or no money to make collections available to the

 people that own them. 

The Museums Association in the UK surveyed cuts to museums in 2014. In

 last November, they found that 43% of respondents experienced a budget cut

 of more than 10% in the previous year, and 9% of respondents reduced

 access to sites by closing whole or parts of sites, on top of 7% last year and

 22% of respondents in 2012.

 The 2014 Cuts Survey also found that one in 10 respondents had considered

 selling parts of their collections to raise money in the past year. And by 2016

 national museums in England may have had their funding from government

 cut by almost 30%.This decline in the UK’s museums coincides with

 increasing demand for museums. Public participation has reached an all-time

 high since records began. The proportion of people who visited a museum or

 gallery reached 52% in 2013 - a significant increase from 42% in 2006. This

 means that some 4 million more people visited a museum in 2013 than in
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In the past, the experience of going to a museum often feels a little

 engineered. A heavy curatorial hand leads you through an exhibition and it’s

 hard to resist reading the panels of information contextualising and explaining

 the art or artefacts on display, rather than come to your own appreciation of

 them.  



Now, the power of new technologies not only brings our collections back to life

 but also help us to know our audience better. And I will go back to this issue

 later.  
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Audience development is about building active and sustainable communities, 

where local people participate in the issues affecting their lives.  

 

So, the aim of presentation is to provide a framework for building and 

embedding audience development at museums.  

 

The strategies include understanding our audience, meting audience's need, 

and monitoring performance.
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We could know our audience in more details by applying demographics, 

geographic, psychographic, and behavior segmentations. 

 



We could see the segmentation matrix here. Demographic variables include

 age, gender, and education background etc. Geographic segmentation covers

 region, and city size. Psychographic variables include value  and lifestyles. 
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To know target audience profile is very important for museum manages. And

 we could start from the demographic segmentation. 

 

From this table, we could see participation rates in different. Although the

 questions asked in these studies were slightly different, the results do give a

 rough picture for purposes of comparison. It reveals the different participation

 rates in Taiwan, England, Japan, France, EU and the USA. It shows that the

 participation rates are very similar in these countries. About 64.8 per cent of

 respondents claimed to have visited a museum/gallery at least once in 2008.  
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Not only do more female respondents than males visit museums but also that

 they visit more frequently. According to the table, 48.5% of female

 respondents claimed that they had visited a museum at least once in the

 previous 12 months, compared with 45% of male respondents.   



The highest participation rate (53.9%) for visits to a museum in 2008 was that

 aged between 30 and 39. This was followed by the 40 - 49 age group and

 then the 15 -19 age group with 52.4% and 50.1% respectively. The most

 under-represented age group was clearly people aged 60 - 64 , with a

 participation rate of only 29.1% - much lower than the others.  
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From the table here it can be seen that respondents from different educational

 backgrounds exhibited significantly different participation rates. The higher

 their terminal education level, the higher their participation rate. 
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This table shows that participation rates are significantly different among

 respondents from different areas. The richer areas, the higher their

 participation rate. 
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Normally, we use the postcode in our survey in order to know the catchment

 area.   
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Values, Attitudes And Lifestyles is a research methodology used for

 psychographic market segmentation. It is designed to guide museums in

 tailoring their  services in order to appeal to the people most likely to visit

 them.



The main dimensions of the VALS framework are primary motivation (the

 horizontal dimension) and resources (the vertical dimension). The vertical

 dimension segments people based on the degree to which they are innovative

 and have resources such as income, education, self-confidence, intelligence,

 leadership skills, and energy. The horizontal dimension represents primary

 motivations and includes 3 types:

1. Audiences driven by knowledge and principles are motivated primarily by

 ideals. These people include groups called Thinkers and Believers.

2. Audience driven by demonstrating success to their peers are motivated

 primarily by achievement. These people include groups referred to as

 Achievers and Strivers.

3. Audience driven by a desire for social or physical activity, variety, and risk

 taking are motivated primarily by self-expression. These people include the

 groups known as Experiencers and Makers.
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By applying VALS, demographic and behavior variables together, it generates

 useful  information for museum managers.  

 

In the figure, we could see Internet is most trusted media for Innovators. On

 the other hand, TV is most important media for Survivors.   
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If we would like to provide museum services to the target audience, we need 

to understand audience’s decision making process.  

 

Audience’s decision to visit can be classified into 5 main processes – Need

 recognition, Information Search, Evaluation of Alternatives, Visit decision and

 Post-visit Evaluation.

 

  



To identify motivations for visiting the museums is vital.   

 

In British scholar Alix Slater’s research, she argues that Escapism, Learning

 and Social and family interaction were 3 major reasons for audience to visit

 museum. And Escapism to be most important one.  In her study, however, we

 cannot know the Escapism is most important factor for visiting arts museum

 because the number of questions in each factor were not the same. The more

 questions, the higher eigenvalue. So, we cannot confirm her  argument.     
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So, we conduct a same survey in the Taipei Fine Arts Museum again by using

 Slater’s questions. From the table here, we have same conclusion in first

 place.  

 

However, if we deleted these 3 questions. We have got a different story.   
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Escapism was still the most important motivation, but  the second one was

 social and family interaction. And learning became the third.  

 

The result shows that for audience, leisure faction is actually more important

 than learning. So, museum needs to provide a learning-orientated

 entertainment experience.   
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Our audience do not live in isolation. They are constantly bombarded with 

messages both from online and offline media. Once they have identified their 

need, they search for information on how to satisfy them. Provide them that 

information. Be there where our audience are searching for information.  

 

Word of mouth is one of the most frequently cited reasons for visiting a 

museum, and it is the best and cheapest promotional tool available to 

museums. Word of mouth is also the most persuasive form of personal 

communication, attracting infrequent visitors, including people of lower socio-

economic status, to museums; visitor surveys repeatedly show that word of 

mouth is the most important source of information for these groups. Our 

research also indicates the significant influence of word of mouth among 

people from lower socio-economic groups and first time visitors.

 

In 2003, Newspaper was most important information channel. TV  account for 

26%. And Internet only reached 11.8%.  
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In 2012, Newspaper dropped by 70%, only reached 18.2%. However, TV still 

account for 26%. And Internet increased to 16.3%.  



Also, we could use Google Analytics to analyze the performance of our

 museum website by implementing tracking code on your website. It could

 produce a very nice information to help you make the decision. 
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We also could know which channels influenced our audience. 
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Everything is connected: people, information, events and places, all the more 

so with the advent of online social media. A practical way of making sense of 

the tangle of connections is to analyze them as networks.  

 

In digital era, it is very easy for us to discover audience’s network though 

social network analysis.  

 

So, we could  see the figure here it shows one of person’s social network in his 

Facebook.  
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By applying cluster analysis, we could see different networks. We could reach 

most of them though these people. It is a very cost-effective way for 

promotion. 



Generally, audience are experiencing much more than exhibitions. Museum

 product should not be limited in exhibition itself only. To be motivated to make

 the visit, we must provide a well-managed bundle of services. We could

 allocate different service attributes into the 3 product levels: core, expected

 and augmented product.   

  Core product indicates the services which produce the core benefit of a

 museum visit such as an emotional experience. This is why visitors choose to

 go to museums. They are the most important museum services which more

 resources should be placed here first and the standard must be maintained in

 a higher level. 

Expected product is the second level of museum services. It covers the

 attributes which visitors expect to experience when they visit museums.

 Expected product does not offer emotional experience directly; however, it

 helps to improve visitors’ satisfactions. 

  Augmented product covers additional services. Augmented product offers

 additional visitor benefits and services. They are supported aspects of

 museum services which provides added value to its offering. Augmented

 product is the services that over visitors’ expectations. 
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For example, we conducted a research at he Taipei Fine Arts Museum. We 

divided 19 museum services into 3 product levels.  
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Getting the services right is the most important task for museums. And we

 know occasional and frequent visitors value the different attributes; so we

 should allocate our resources to areas which will have most appeal to these

 groups of visitors. 

 

For doing so, we could apply Importance–performance analysis (IPA). It can

 help us  to achieve this aim. By identifying the strengths and weaknesses of

 museum services, IPA can provide insights into which services should be

 allotted more resources, and which may be downgraded. IPA involves

 evaluating a museum’s output in terms of visitors’ perceptions of performance

 in certain key products and services, and in terms of the perceived

 importance of each of these performance areas.
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Identifying the strengths and weaknesses of services they offer is an important

 issue for museums. With limited resources, museums should ensure they use

 what they have efficiently. However, many traditional visitor researches have

 examined either visitor expectations or actual service performance only. This

 makes it more difficult for museums to develop a better strategy for audience

 development.  

 

Importance-performance analysis provides a number of advantages when it

 comes to assessing visitor acceptance of museum services; it is a cost-

 effective and easily applied technique that can be used to identify a museum’s

 strengths and weaknesses. The IPA technique can help museums to allocate

 their resources with more confidence.  
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Museum visiting is one of popular social events and families. From the figure, 

it shows that most of audience visited a museum with their friends or families.   

 

Only 17% visited museums by themselves alone.  According to our research, 

most of them were frequent visitors.   
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The Museum’s products and services were rated as Table here. The table 

shows a mean importance factor of 3.75 and a mean performance factor of 

3.68.  
 



We conducted a research in the Taipei Fine Arts Museum. The museum’s 

 services were rated as here. It shows a mean importance attribute of 3.74 and

 a mean performance attribute of 3.66.  

 

In general, audience valued museum’s core and expected products and were

 pleased with the museum’s performance; IPA places these service attributes

 in quadrant A, indicating that they are strengths and the museum should keep

 up the good work. However, the augmented product service attribute falls in

 quadrant C, indicating that although the museum was rated low in terms of

 augmented product, visitors did not perceive these features to be very

 important. 
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The core product is designed to offer visitors an emotional experience; as the

 most important product, resources must be directed here first. Although

 museum’s core product was rated by visitors as good in general, some

 aspects within this category need to be improved. The figure indicates that

 only the collection and exhibition attribute falls in quadrant A. Exhibition

 labels, guidebooks and visitor pathways are located in quadrant B: visitors

 perceived these attributes as important but were dissatisfied with what was on

 offer. So, more effort needs to be put into these services.  

 

The current research has produced some surprising findings. For example,

 Falk and Dierking  argue that although labels bring important benefit to

 visitors, not every one reads them. However, the role of exhibit labels is more

 important than we used to think. The results show that well-designed exhibit

 labels were rated as the most important attribute in the core product category. 
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In addition to the core products, visitors expect museums to provide certain

 kinds of services. In general, the visitors valued the comfortable surroundings,

 helpful museum staff and reasonable admission fees of TFAM and were

 pleased with the museum’s performance. These attributes all fall in quadrant

 A, which indicates that they were perceived by visitors as good.  

 

When asked what would encourage visitors or non-visitors to visit museums,

 workshop and multimedia were one of the most common answers. However,

 in our research, the workshop and interactive multimedia facilities attributes

 fall in quadrant C, suggesting that although both were rated low, visitors did

 not perceive them to be very important. As low priorities, these require no

 additional action. 
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Museums should build an augmented product around core and expected

 products by offering additional services. According to the findings, visitors

 placed most importance on the provision of sufficient and clean toilets, longer

 opening hours and well-designed traffic signs, and they were satisfied with the

 museum’s performance in these respects. Figure 5 indicates that these

 attributes fall in quadrant A. The other three attributes - sufficient parking

 space, an attractive museum gift shop and decent catering services - are

 located in quadrant C, illustrating that they were rated low in performance and

 not regarded as important by visitors. They may therefore be regarded as low

 priority by TFAM. 
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The Cost Benefit Analysis is also defined as a systematic process for

 calculating and comparing benefits and costs of the museum. 
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Museum sector face a turbulent environment in recent years. We not only face

 financial difficulties due to government grant cuts; we also have to compete

 for audiences with a growing number of new leisure activities.  

 

It is therefore vital that museum managers allocate our limited resources to

 those areas where performance improvement is likely to have the greatest

 effect on overall audience satisfaction.  

 

In conclusion, what makes an agile museum? Firstly, we have to understand

 our audience. Secondly, we need to provide right products and services to

 meet audience’s needs. Finally, we need manage our museums in a

 systematic way and monitor our performance from time to time. 

 


